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Horror and Gore

**CROWBAR: The Killings of Wendell Graves DVD**
In the small town of Coburg, a young boy named Wendell Graves witnesses the brutal murder of his parents in their own bedroom. He watches in horror as a masked man stabs the couple repeatedly with a crowbar. Wendell escapes and spends the next 15 years of his life silently locked up in his aunt's farmhouse. There she plays the innocent caretaker, brainwashing him into believing that anyone and everyone who enters his parents' home is an intruder who must meet the same fate as they did. When newcomers Alex and Veronica move to town, they have no idea the fate that awaits them. Crowbar is a thrilling slasher film in the vein of Halloween and Psycho that dives deep into the psyche of jealousy and hatred.

CBE#127 100 mins $19.95 886470118410

**THE DEFILED DVD**
In a post apocalyptic world, science and technology have backfired leaving unfathomable destruction and a permanently diseased planet in its wake. A virus is mutating the human race turning innocent survivors into mindless cannibals. In a savage future world devoid of hope, a man infected with the deadly viral disease must cope with the burden of a newborn son, ensuring his survival. Though he is infected, he does not allow his growing desire for human flesh to overcome his responsibility to the newborn. Along the road, traveling from town to town, he saves an unaffected woman from a certain death by facing down her perpetrators. Ultimately she joins him on his odyssey, a journey through hell on earth in search of a safe haven in which they can perhaps start a life together, both becoming committed to doing whatever it takes to make sure the child survives. Reminiscent of the work of Lynch, Maddin and Tarkovsky, The Defiled is a black and white epic of unparalleled artistry examining life, death and the ultimate sacrifice of love. Not since Carnival of Souls and Night of the Living Dead has a film captured the surreal outer dimensions of the human condition.

CBE#116 100 mins $19.95 885444897634

**MELVIN DVD**
MELVIN is dead... Now, three years after his accidental murder, he is finally making up for lost time. After enlisting the involuntary help of nerdy college student Norton Pincus, he's ready to take on those who are responsible for his death. Melvin's thirst for vengeance will take this dynamic dork duo on a mind-blowing streak of throat ripping, vomit spewing, head decapitating and much, much more. Featuring a cameo by Troma Entertainment's Lloyd Kaufman (The Toxic Avenger, Poultrygeist) and songs from The Sawyer Family, Monday With a Bullet and Double Plus Good. Melvin will teach you that getting picked on at school can be a real killer!

"Melvin is super fun and gory, a great foray into the realm of Zombie Lore." - HORROR HOUND Magazine

**NINA - CRAZY SUICIDE GIRL DVD**
In a seemingly commonplace Italian province, someone is preying on gorgeous, young models. A cult of satanic psychopaths needs their untainted blood to satisfy the unrelenting appetites of their pagan gods. Nina, a bounty hunter, is enlisted to look for the unsuspecting young ladies who have been caught in the net of this group of depraved cult fanatics and the perverse priest leader who is searching for supreme occult power. As she drowns in the underworld of porn producers, satanic cults and common criminals, her Japanese katana leaves behind a devastating trail of blood and tears. Nina is on a mission, repulsed by the horrible crimes, she will slice, slay and mutilate everything and anything that gets in the way of justice. Not for the faint of heart, Nina depicts an underworld of depravation by mixing Asian movie influences with Tarantino's pulp cinema, and extreme Italian cult movies from the '70's. Nina - Crazy Suicide Girl, is an adrenaline pumped film that reeks of Sex, Magic and Gore.

CBE#132 80 mins $19.95 886470231546

www.chemicalburn.org
DEATH ANGEL DECEMBER: VENGEANCE KILL DVD
December’s innocence was stolen from her in an instant when she witnessed the brutal murder of her family at a young age. After years of attempting to leave the tragedy behind, a violent assault brings her face to face with the demons that have haunted her for years. Something triggers deep within December’s psyche, an internal switch that fuels her to become a carefully trained, highly-skilled assassin, a vigilante by night and a police investigator by day. She longs not for friends or relationships, instead she lives solely to inflict vengeance for the death of her family. When a weapon surfaces that may prove to be the last piece to her terrible past, December commits to the bloody road ahead with no turning back.
CBE#124 90 min. DVD $19.95 886470021765

THE PORCELAIN MAN DVD
His life became infected with violence and evil, but the world around him is now as fragile as porcelain. Four animal liberationists storm a government research laboratory. One is a member of another fanatical terrorist group who has infiltrated the gang solely to steal a new and deadly virus. Meanwhile, an undercover anti-terrorist agent has been shot in a separate incident and is being rushed to a local hospital. Unfortunately, this is just the beginning of his problems because while he is still in critical condition following the operation, the head scientist infects him with the new virus. While the agent fights to live, the animal liberationists and innocent victims are beginning to suffer horrible deaths, whilst the TV news is reporting that eminent biologists are dying in France and Germany under “mysterious circumstances.” Thus begins a complex tale of suspense, murder, chemical warfare and above all man’s propensity for EVIL.
CB#130 90 min. DVD $19.95 886470224265

The 11th AGGRESSION DVD
Taken from police archives of a real series of brutal murders that occurred over a period of eleven years, the tense story laid out by critically acclaimed director, Charles Peterson (White Rabbit, Creep, Laws of Deception and more), reflects a new style of storytelling. Quick paced, and slickly presented, this study in human nature and not-so-human actions focuses on just how difficult it is for modern law enforcement to cope with the never-ending ability of mankind to devise new ways to force hurt upon us all. “The 11th Aggression” tells the twisted story of a Vietnam Era, special services operative – Jeffrey Walters – who assumes the role of a serial killer. Walters simply can’t control his rage and he boils over the normal human anger response meter when he crosses into - “The 11th Aggression.”
CBE#119 95 mins plus $19.95 885444989261

FAST ZOMBIES WITH GUNS DVD
Collateral Damage. Sometimes, it’s unavoidable. Mobster Kingpin Paul Varlo’s (Charles Ramsey) attempt to kill a potential rat by poisoning his personal water supply leads to something he never saw coming – an outbreak of zombie carnage! To make matters worse, these zombies are different; they’re faster, meaner and they’re armed. With the town being overrun by fast zombies with guns, one resilient band of people are left to attempt an escape to the nearest undead-free zone and survival. Meanwhile, Jake (Tony Swansey) and his girlfriend Laura (Leena Kurishingal) are cruising their way up to this sweet, little Midwestern town. One quick business transaction with the local mob boss, and they can continue on their way to some fun in the sun, as planned. However, what they discover is a deserted town … at first. Will the group survive the terror that has befallen them? Will Jake and Laura get their money?? Will the zombies run out of bullets?? The answers can be found in … Fast Zombies with Guns. Includes Award Winning Horror Short KURIOSITY KILLZ directed by Trey McGriff.
CBE#123 90 mins plus $19.95 885444989322
Scarlet Fry’s Junkfood Horrorfest DVD
Scarlet Fry takes you on the thrill of your life with: Blood Thirsty Cannibals, Satanic Zombies, Demented Nurses, Junkie Serial Killers, Freaky Perverts and More! This Blood Drenched Deluxe Horrorfest isn’t for the weak at heart. A drug dealer has made his last deal after he decides to hand a junkie serial killer (Calico Cooper) some bad junk. This junk is, in fact, a video tape entitled “Junkfood Horrorfest.” This horror anthology, hosted by Scarlet Fry, features six twisted tales that kick off when the junkie and her new found friend decide to watch the tape. Little does her friend know how much trouble he’s in for. Get ready for a blood drenched, deluxe horrorfest that isn’t for the weak at heart. Twisted tales that will turn your stomach and send you crying for Mommy! This special edition is value packed with two bonus programs, “Scarlet Fry’s Horrorama,” Scarlet Fry’s presentation of the cult classic “Carnival of Souls,” and more
CBE#120  75 mins $19.95  885444989308

The Bisbee Cannibal Club DVD
Vegetarians are disappearing from the little town of Bisbee, AZ. When a group of locals discover that their secret hallucinatory cactus garden has been used as a human barbecue and burial site, the existence of the Bisbee Cannibal Club becomes horrifyingly apparent. They form a vigilante gang, calling themselves “The Bisbee Cannibal Hunters,” to avenge their garden, save a vegetarian or two from being eaten and have try to survive the Cannibal attack from the legions of flesh eaters now running amok. Bonus Features includes the award winning short “A Road Kill Cautionary Tale”
CBE#113  80 mins $19.95  885444423796

Tales of the Dead: Grim Stories of Curses, Horror and Gore DVD
Five friends gather on Halloween to continue their ritual of telling horror stories. Each one telling a more sinister tale than the next, unaware of the horror that awaits them on this all Hallow’s eve. Less is More: May Walker suffers from a disorder known as BIID (Body Integrity Identity Disorder). She has a constant desire to be an amputee to feel complete. A mysterious doctor makes her an offer that’s impossible to refuse. Wolf Cry: Zack is a slacking teenager who is obsessed with horror movies to the point where nothing else matters. His constant daydreaming derails when he experiences something that changes his world forever. Penance: Detective Klein is a recovering alcoholic whose career is in tatters until he is chosen by the serial killer to play a game of cat and mouse. Missing: Five friends investigating an ancient curse on Cromwell Street in Engander discover far more than they bargained for, unleashing a dark force lying dormant for centuries.
CBE#110  75 mins $19.95  885444392146

BANE: An Experiment in Human Suffering DVD
Four women awake in an underground cell with amnesia. The women soon discover that they are part of an experiment with no obvious purpose. They are visited, one by one, by the SURGEON who cuts a four digit number into each woman’s skin...the exact time he will return to kill them. Each woman must quickly piece together the dark secret behind the gruesome experiment and somehow survive the Surgeon’s nightly visits of pain, torture and grisly murder. Is there any way to escape? What is the purpose of the experiment? And who or what is screaming every time the lights go out? Be

Wolf Cry: Zack is a slacking teenager who is obsessed with horror movies to the point where nothing else matters. His constant daydreaming derails when he experiences something that changes his world forever. Penance: Detective Klein is a recovering alcoholic whose career is in tatters until he is chosen by the serial killer to play a game of cat and mouse. Missing: Five friends investigating an ancient curse on Cromwell Street in England discover far more than they bargained for, unleashing a dark force lying dormant for centuries.

CBE#110  75 mins $19.95  885444392146

BANE: An Experiment in Human Suffering DVD
Four women awake in an underground cell with amnesia. The women soon discover that they are part of an experiment with no obvious purpose. They are visited, one by one, by the SURGEON who cuts a four digit number into each woman’s skin...the exact time he will return to kill them. Each woman must quickly piece together the dark secret behind the gruesome experiment and somehow survive the Surgeon’s nightly visits of pain, torture and grisly murder. Is there any way to escape? What is the purpose of the experiment? And who or what is screaming every time the lights go out? Be
Idol of Evil: Hell Is Forever
DVD
David Hilton is a mythological research expert. When his friend and colleague, Dr. Kixley, is kidnapped by dangerous Satanists, David is called on by the Vatican to help save Dr. Kixley from an evil end. It soon becomes clear why this job isn't one for the police as it is revealed that Kixley holds the key to an ancient myth and riddle, one that has now become all too real. The consuming desire to find and use the IDOL OF EVIL has driven the Satanists to kidnap, murder and unspeakable horrors as an ancient evil rises upon the earth. With the aid of Kixley’s assistant, Lucy Lake, David races against time to stop them from unleashing an evil so powerful that it could destroy the earth. Unsure of where to start, they find themselves wrapped up in a dark and mysterious world of black magick and morbid obsession. Directed and Produced by Kevin McDonagh.
CBE#117  95 mins $19.95 885444899041

Tied in Blood: A Bone Chilling Ghost Story DVD
Tied in Blood is an unsettling tale of evil and manipulation, of courage and redemption. Returning home, a father is horrified to find his wife and children dead: killed, he claims, by an evil spirit that haunts their home. Insisting that a ghostly presence killed them he asks a gifted spiritualist, Robert Brandon, to find the paranormal killer but as the dead return to tell of ghosts, demons, seduction and murder, Robert discovers a horror more real than any ghost story. He communicates with the deceased to piece together the family’s darkest secret, untangling lies and confusion, he becomes a target for the very darkness that tore the family apart.
CBE#131  90 mins $19.95 886470252053

Lady of the Dark: Genesis of the Serpent Vampire DVD
The old legends tell of serpents giving the seed of knowledge to mankind. As time passed, religions emerged around the world to revere and worship it above all else. This knowledge was so great and powerful that it was eventually forced underground and replaced with the cross by ruling factions who sought to destroy all those deemed serpent worshippers. The modern era of humanity would know nothing of this heritage as myths arose from rulers with evil intentions of domination and control over the minds and souls of others. But there was a secret prophecy hidden and protected by an elite few. An old parchment battered and worn over time, was kept safe through the ages. It claimed that one day the genesis of the serpent would begin again, because the seed of the serpent cannot die and will be re-born. Melanie Denholme, an unsuspecting married woman is selected for the re-birth and transformed into The Lady of the Dark - emerging as a ravenous, instinctual killer who shows no mercy.
CBE#136  80 mins $19.95 886470306695
Naked Trip: On The Run From The Mafia DVD
Acclaimed UK Indie Director, Jason Impey stars as obsessed filmmaker, George Eastman, in this bizarre and surreal mix of trash, experimental and film noir thriller directed by Alex Bakshaev (Bittersweet). On the run from the mafia, Eastman kidnaps actress, Sarah Asproon, and heads off on a strange and terrifying road trip to the coast. Along the way George and Sarah encounter various weird characters and Mafia henchmen. Prepare for a film experience from these cult indie filmmakers that will shock you in so many ways.

WARNING: Contains strong language and scenes of a violent and sexual nature.

Almost Invisible: The Party’s Over When Your Dead DVD
To ease the weight of their college workload, unsuspecting teenagers seize the opportunity to turn their end-of-the-summer party into a house wrecking foray. The popular clique accepts an invite from the high school freak as an excuse to have the party of their lives and trash their parents house. What happens instead they will never forget. The freak turns them on to a world they never knew existed. In a tale about breaking free from the past, the teenagers are throttled into a strange and mysterious realm filled with murder and suicide. Beware unseen forces that exist in our daily lives, beware the Invisible.

Skin Eating Jungle Vampires DVD
Bringing exploitation back into the movies with this racy saga of the Clitorians - a group of lusty aliens who inhabit a "Lost World" inside a volcano. While they await the arrival of their Dark Lord, the Jungle Vampires stay eternally young by feasting on the flesh, bones and blood of unsuspecting tourists. Their latest conquest is the sweet young, Tiffany, a sorority cheerleader who disappears in the Costa Rican jungle during Spring break. In hot pursuit is her sister, the Beautiful Carla, who is psychically tuned into the younger siblings plight and must rescue her before she is digested as jungle stew. If you crave the extremes of Lesbian Vampirism, unsafe sex and total mayhem then this movie was made for you. Guaranteed to make you eat your heart out or maybe your neighbors. Produced and Directed by Timothy Green Beckley, Associate Producers Tim Swartz and Di Di Delicious. Starring Carla Anderson, Mr. Creepo, Persephone, Violet Sweet, Zane Ka. Special Effects Brian Toughey. Special Features include never before seen Dungeon Scenes.
Mary O’Brien is a nursing student, she’s struggling to make ends meet but it’s proving difficult to pay her rent and tuition. She’s never had any real luck and has no family to fall back on. She’s tempted by the lure of being a cam girl, a girl who videos herself for Johns that pay good money for this strange type of entertainment to fulfill their fantasies. Should she, or shouldn’t she? It’s tempting, it’s free and it pays well. But at what cost? Mary’s world is about to get very complicated as a dark and sinister force becomes obsessed with her, watching her, waiting for the right moment and for Mary to go too far...

Lesbian Vampires: The Curse of Ed Wood DVD
Is it a horror movie or real life? Carmilla, Queen of the Lesbian Vampires, hungers for the hot blood and body of sweet young, Lilith. In her secluded castle, Carmilla shows her new guest the pleasures of girl-on-girl love and the wicked delights of demonic lust with the depraved vampires of Carmilla’s coven. Loaded with eroticism, horror and a touch of humor, here is a private look at the world of vampires that features our own ladies of the night who are now ready to come out of the closet as well as their coffins. PLUS, a trip to the cemetery by horror host Mr. Creepo brings back the spirit of B-movie master Ed Wood, thus providing solutions to the problems facing our demented Goth scream queens. Mr. Creepo presents Lesbian Vampires. Executive Producer Timothy Green Beckley, Written and Directed by Tim Swartz, Featuring Rock and Goth Music by Shove It and the Serpentines. Special Features include never before seen Dungeon Scenes.

House of Sin DVD
There is a place near old Londontown where seemingly “normal” people congregate to abandon their mundane lives and problems. They call it the House of Sin, the man in charge is known only as “The Mage.” No one knows who he is or where he came from nor do they care. In the House of Sin, they are free to explore every desire, perversion and emotion, to be humiliated and dominated or to be the one cracking the whip, to become someone or something else, engaging in bizarre behavior that would not be at all acceptable in the “real world.” Prepare to be shocked and even disgusted by what goes on behind these closed doors and to wonder if your neighbors and people you see on the street everyday might be searching for the same thing, to pursue their wild fantasies unbridled by the rules of a “sane” society. Featuring music videos by rap star, Dap C and rock band, No Redemption. House of Sin is a strange and unique British film that you will never forget. Dare to enter the House of Sin and reveal your darkest desires.

The Experiment: Who’s Watching You? DVD
Mary's life is disintegrating, she's on the verge of losing everything and desperately needs income to survive. Driven to extremes she responds to an ad in the paper and embarks on a series of home based drug tests that go horribly wrong. What follows is a world of drug induced madness and surreal sensuality as Mary falls prey to the underground world of pharmaceutical testing revealing more evil undertones than anybody would dare imagine. She is being monitored while she suffers a humiliating onslaught of psychocedelic depravity both physical and mental Mary IS the experiment. Explore the warped psychological world of human sickness that is a stark reminder of the society we have created.

Cam Girl DVD
Mary O’Brian is a nursing student, she’s struggling to make ends meet but it’s proving difficult to pay her rent and tuition. She’s never had any real luck and has no family to fall back on. She’s tempted by the lure of being a cam girl, a girl who videos herself for Johns that pay good money for this strange type of entertainment to fulfill their fantasies. Should she, or shouldn’t she? It’s tempting, it’s free and it pays well. But at what cost? Mary’s world is about to get very complicated as a dark and sinister force becomes obsessed with her, watching her, waiting for the right moment and for Mary to go too far...

CBE#112  75 mins $19.95  885444428012
CBE#129  75 mins $19.95  886470195220
CBE#105  80 mins $19.95  885444442995
CBE#114  80 mins $19.95  885444897689

WWW.CHEMICALBURN.ORG
Comedies and Mocumentaries

Order of One: Kung Fu Killing Spree DVD
Sonny, an escaped convict, and his unwilling cohort Ross Conroy, stand in the way of the city’s crime lord - Mr. Park and his desire to possess the ultimate Talisman: The Sword of Destiny. Forged from the spear that pierced the side of Jesus on the Cross, the sword gives unspeakable power to whomever touches it. But, in trying to achieve his nefarious goal to use the sword’s power to control everything in his path, Park underestimates the tenacity of Sonny and Ross. Soon the heroic duo are challenged by all of Park’s forces, including his nephew Tommy, the killer trio known as the Three Blind Mice and the beautiful but ruthless and deadly combination of the Sirens, Dynamite and Butterfly. Sonny and Ross have one mission before their luck runs out: to get the sword to The Order for safekeeping. The fate of The Sword, and all who come in contact with it, is in their hands.
CBE#121 95 mins $19.95 885444989247

I SOLD MY SOUL TO SATAN DVD
REAL Zombies, Vampires, Witches and Demons - NOTHING is off limits in La La Land. Thousands of Hollywood hopefuls line up around the block to be selected to strike a deal with Satan himself in order to achieve the unattainable stardom they so desperately seek. The turnout yields not only dedicated actors and musicians who can’t get a break, but a legion of seemingly successful people willing to sign in blood not to attain immortality or world peace - but for material things like money, houses, cars and diamonds or even lesser things like a gun you never have to re-load. Ultimately, Kai Blackwood, an aspiring rock star is chosen and embarks on a nefarious path of real-life occult practices following the instructions laid out in the ancient book ‘Le Grande Grimoire’ and proceeds to LITERALLY sell his soul to the Devil.
CBE#126 75 mins $19.95 886470118403

Tuck Bushman and the Legend of Piddledown Dale DVD
Tuck Bushman is an out of luck and out of work TV presenter / creature hunter. When strange things start to happen in the remote Yorkshire village of Piddledown Dale, the mayor Eli Nefarious, offers a reward to the person who can capture the culprit. Tuck jumps at the chance to claim the prize and heads off, with snobby director Jerry Stains in tow, to make a program of his triumph and get his career back on track. Little does Tuck know that there is more brewing in the village than tea and some old wounds and old flames will surface from his past, not to mention his ex-girlfriend Felicity Scruples. Mad doctors, monster hunters, camping, booby traps, car chases and even a giant sheep make this a trip to Piddledown Dale you won’t forget!
CBE#128 95 mins $19.95 886470195213

MUCKMAN DVD
Mickey O’Hara is television producer on the skids whose career was virtually destroyed when his attempt to discover the legendary backwoods demon Muckman was exposed as a pathetic fraud on live television. Using his in with sexy trash TV personality Asia Buchanan (Anju McIntyre) as leverage he persuades small time cable mogul Otto Van Sant to give him one last chance to redeem himself. Claiming a secret source in the backwoods of Pennsylvania, Mickey and Asia, along with technical set off to find and exploit the Muckie Mystery. They’re met in the middle of nowhere by Cletus Hobbs, Mickey’s secret source, who leads them to the cabin which will be their home base for the production. That night they get a look at the monster when it attacks their cabin, and the following evening when the crew attempts to document the capture of the creature in a trap set by Cletus and his boys all hell breaks loose. The creature appears big as life. Chaos ensues, there is blood and dismemberment, but all is not as it seems. Cletus and his gang have their own agenda, as do Mickey and Asia, and even Billie knows more than she lets on. In the end there are more things loose in the woods than anyone suspects, and the swamps unleash a few secrets as well.
CBE#125 85 mins $19.95 886470118397

Nacho Mountain DVD
Keefer has a talent. He can eat…A LOT. But it’s not until after getting fired from his job, finding his girl getting railed by a tranny and almost getting arrested for drug trafficking, that Keefer decides (with the help of his best friend Meegosh) to start an underground food eating competition. After the health crazed Mayor Fingstal and his cronies Officers Slivjack and Biggsley catch wind of it, all hell breaks loose. Then it all comes down to one final food battle from hell, THE NACHO MOUNTAIN! Set to a killer Stoner Rock soundtrack with loads of babes and crazy characters in the vein of Porky’s and Meatballs, Nacho Mountain is sure to please those who have gotten beaten down, only to eat their way to the top!
CBE#135 95 mins $19.95 886470273171